[Telemonitoring in patients with chronic heart failure].
Actuality. High risk of hospitalisation and death in patients with heart failure highlight the importance of developing methods to moni‑ tor weight, diuresis, heart rate and other parameters and provide the physicians with an ability to change the therapy immediately if needed. The aim of this work is an analysis of clinical trials which investigate telemonitoring in patients with heart failure. Discussion. The Cochrane meta-analysis is also discussed in this work. Main conclusions. Our analysis showed that there is no consistency among trials. Not all trials have demonstrated that telemonitoring can reduce the risk of death and heart failure hospitalisations. Potentials explanations are lack of compliance with systems which didn't include the direct contact between the patient and the caregivers, using parameters with low sensitivity in some of the methods and including of stable patients in some of the studies. It is also seeming that effect of telemonitoring is low in regions with existing programs to treat heart failure.